Variation and genetic control of surface antigen expression in mycoplasmas: the Vlp system of Mycoplasma hyorhinis.
Surface antigenic diversity in the swine pathogen Mycoplasma hyorhinis is generated by random combinatorial expression and high-frequency phase variation of multiple, size-variant membrane surface lipoproteins (Vlps) which represent the major coat proteins of this wall-less procaryote. The distinctive structural basis for Vlp variation was revealed in a family of several related but divergent vlp genes. These occur in one cluster as single chromosomal copies, each encoding a conserved domain for membrane insertion and lipoprotein processing, and a divergent external domain that changes size by deletion or insertion of repetitive intragenic coding sequences while retaining a distinctive charge motif. Lack of detectable changes in restriction fragment patterns or DNA sequence of vlp structural genes during phase transitions between ON and OFF expression states ruled out long range genomic rearrangements and frameshift mutations as a means of controlling Vlp phase variation. However, highly homologous vlp promoter regions contain a homopolymeric tract of contiguous adenine residues [poly(A)] upstream of the transcriptional start site which is subject to frequent mutations altering its length. These mutations are the only sequence changes detected during phase transitions, and are highly correlated with the expression state of each vlp gene. This suggests a mechanism of transcriptional control regulating Vlp phase variation by critical changes within the poly(A) region affecting the spacing between the -10 and -35 hexamers or a putative regulator binding site. The multiple levels of structural and antigenic diversity embodied in the vlp gene family may provide essential adaptive capabilities for this wall-less microbial pathogen.